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Ich heiße Rochelle
I love 

graphic design.
 

Fonts. Colour theory. Layouts. 
Logos. Branding.

 
I have worked with clients for 
over 5 years, communicating 
their vision and ideas - both 

digitally and in print.

 
Here are some of my 

favourite pieces of work. 
Thanks for viewing my folio!

_ 



Small World is an app that enables community members 
to live collaboratively - borrowing, sharing, and getting to 

know their neighbours. The target audience is predominantly 
outgoing students, young professionals, and young families 

aged 18 - 30 living in urban areas. Bright, contrasting colours 
are used to evoke a playful, lively, friendly feeling. A bold, 

simple, cartoonish graphic aesthetic is implemented to 
ensure visual clarity while viewing on a mobile phone screen. 

Small World
Graphics / Branding / Vector Art

Right: Promotional poster, hidden secrets on the map, 
business card design. 

Following pages: Examples of the app’s user interface 
- displaying offerings and information; app blueprint 







YouthReach Inc.
Brand Identity / Style Guide 

This page: Front cover for project proposal.
 Following pages: Exerpts form the YouthReach style guide 

- typography; contextualisation of issue;  colour scheme.

I designed a range of graphic material (marketing booklets, grant 
proposals and business cards) for YouthReach Inc., as well as  a style 
guide for reference and to ensure consistency future print and web 

content. Youthful elements were used to be relatable and engaging 
to young carers, while still maintaining neatness, structure and 

professionality. The style guide included rules for logotype, graphic 
elements, illustration style, decorative pattern, colours, photography, 

brand vocabulary and layout.









Visual Communication
Posters / Infographics / Presentations

Right page: Presenting personas.
Following pages: Mapping design concepts onto a 
matrix; mind map; information poster; user journey 

map; book cover. 
  

When a lot of information is presented to an audience, special 
attention to heirachy and clarity is required to ensure the 

message isn’t lost.  My presentation aesthetic leans towards 
geometric shapes, bold and modern fonts, and a clean colour 







historical timeline: emergence of principles in service design 
All  principles  expected 
to  continue  into  future

user centred

1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

SHARING ECONOMY

SERVICE DESIGN

the theories and principles of service design:

user centred

WHat: Experiencing the service 
through the eyes of customer. 

WHEN: Ergonomics, a part of user 
centred design, dates back to 1800s. 
In the 70’s user interaction became a 
prominent aspect in computer 
design.      Nowadays due to market 
competition, product manufacturers 
listen to customer wants and needs 
as a way to get an edge over their 
competitors. 

key outputS
USER EXPERIENCE
DESIGN THINKING

INNOVATION
CREATING VALUE

STRATEGY 
SYSTEMS

disciplines within
service design

graphic design
product design
psychology
sociology
it

engineering
interaction design

management
marketing

industrial design

tools used
stakeholder maps

personas
cultural probes

customer journey maps
service prototypes

business model canvas
and more...

when you have two coffee shops right next to each other, 
and each sells the exact same coffee at the exact same price, 
service design is what makes you walk into one and not the other.

“

WHat: All stakeholders should 
be included in service design 
process.

WHEN: This began in the 70’s 
with the introduction of 
participatory design into the 
design practice. It was born in 
Scandinavia and is also called 
the ‘Scandinavian Approach’. 
 

WHat: The service should be 
visualised as a sequence of 
interrelated actions.

WHEN: The concept of ‘customer 
touchpoints’ was �rst 
published in early 90’s 
marketing literature. 

WHat: The entire 
environment of a service should 
be considered

WHEN: Holistic practice slowly 
emerged and by the year 2000 it 
became a principle of Service 
Design. 

WHat: Intangible services 
should be visualised in terms 
of physical artefacts.

WHEN: This was founded by 
Livework studio in 2001. 

co-creative

holistic

sequencing

evidencing SHARING ECONOMY
WHat: Collaborative 
consumption as the new way 
of service design and business. 

WHEN: The Sharing Economy’s 
size was approx. $15 billion in 
2014. It is projected to reach 
$335 billion by 2025.
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Art & Illustration
Watercolour painting  /  Sketching / 
Adobe Illustrator

This page: Watercolour and pencil
Following pages: ballpoint pen; (clockwise from 
top right) watercolour ink; watercolour; pencil 
and gel pen; watercolour and Adobe Illustrator 

vector graphics.  

I specialise in stylised art featuring people’s faces and/or 
bodies. I work in watercolour, black ink, coloured pencil, 
graphite pencil, ballpoint pen and digital illustration. My 

vector illustrations are usually simple and geometric.  











Thanks!


